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From the Editor
Welcome to another issue of Skywatcher. If there’s a theme to this issue, I guess it would have to
be outreach—we have two reports of events that our members have helped out at, and the list of
groups that would like us to come along and show young people around the sky shows no sign of
diminishing. We’re obviously doing something right!
Making telescopes is a particular interest of mine, and I’m also delighted to have Jonathon
Slinns’s article on how he made his—especially as it started far, far away in Australia.
Lastly, I’ve been asked to let you know that according to the T&Cs of our hire, food and drink
should not be consumed within Lecture Theatre L, although they actually wouldn't mind bottled
water. Drinks, etc, should be taken outside on the congregational areas on the same floor or in
the hall on the ground floor.
Peter Dean
Editor
prdean@ntlworld.com
If you would like to contribute an article or other item to Skywatcher, I will be very pleased to
include it. Articles can be any length and images are most welcome, so long as they are yours.
You can send them via email to the address above. I’m always open to suggestions for ways of
improving the magazine, so please feel free to send me any feedback to the same address.
Alternatively, start a discussion on the Society Bulletin Board at http://forum.guildfordas.org/

The Zodiac
They earned respect, those men of Babylon
who drew their legends with imagined lines
across the sky, imposing order on
the scattered stars with arbitrary signs.
In organising things that they had seen
they left hypotheses to be improved.
The task was hard. The zodiac has been
turned inside out, the world itself has moved.
Our knowledge of the universe has grown
and objects previously out of range
recorded, but research has always shown
the logic of our system does not change.
In sounding out the years from star to star
we test the true extent of what we are.
Geoffrey Wheatley
Page 2
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Paradox of the Moon facing the Sun
If you fancy a cosmic conundrum...Steve Batterson may have one for you
Mark Egan of Houston Astronomical Society, last
night, posted (on the HAS netslyder), that he had
just seen Jupiter in broad daylight, with the naked
eye, about 35 minutes before sunset.
The Moon was nearby in the sky (about 5°) which
would have helped him focus at infinity. Unfortunately, I missed this, but there is a further opportunity tonight, Tuesday, 2012 January 03, around
15.30UT, about 37 minutes before sunset, from
anywhere around Guildford. In the image, (I’ve
used Ocean View in Stellarium to show a mean
level horizon), the Sun will be due south-west at
15.27UT. Jupiter, at -2.4 visual magnitude, will
be about 10° from the Moon, in the direction of
the Sun.
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The image of the Moon, as seen in the sky, is
shown inset, and will be about 30° above the horizon. Notice the angle of the terminator and the
direction of the Sun which is below the Moon, 4°
above the horizon. The terminator appears to face
upwards in the sky.
This visual paradox is commonly seen when the
Moon and Sun are both above the horizon and has
often puzzled me. I now realise what the explanation is.
Does anyone else know?
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Great Astronomers and People of Science
- Reverend William Whewell (1794-1866)
Jonathon Shinn ponders the life of the now-forgotten Victorian polymath whose writings embraced
everything from Gothic architecture to the tides. Together with John Herschel, Whewell bestrode the
British scientific world like a colossus during his lifetime.

In reading about great contributors to the world of science, and
particularly astronomy, I came
across Victorian Astronomer the
Reverend William Whewell.

... shooting swallows,
bathing by half dozens,
sailing to Chesterton,
dancing at
country fairs,
playing billiards,
turning beakers into
musical glasses,
making rockets,
riding out in bodies …
(Whewell describing his student days at
Cambridge)

Whewell was a Victorian scientist with a very wide ranging
interest in science. From architecture, mechanics, mineralogy,
moral philosophy, astronomy,
political economy to the philosophy of science he appears to
have had an influence on the
subject. He could also be considered
to be one of the founders of the modern scientific approach to using inductive logic.
Whewell was born in Lancashire in
1794. His father was a carpenter, but
William’s mathematical prowess at
Lancaster and Heversham Grammar
schools earned him a place at Trinity
College Cambridge in 1812. In 1814
he won a medal for poetry and became second wrangler. ‘Wrangler’ is
a term at Cambridge for those students who complete the study of
mathematics with first-class honours. ‘Second Wrangler’ indicates
that he had the second highest score
in his year. Recognition as a highly
ranked ‘Wrangler’ opened many
doors. At that time, many
‘wranglers’ would become Fellows
at the University before moving onto
other professions in law, the Church
or medicine. University mathematics
professors in the United Kingdom
and British Empire were often one of
the top three Wranglers.

William Whewell was no exception,
by 1817, he was President of the
Cambridge Union Society, by 1841
he had become Master. He was professor of mineralogy from 1828 to
1832 and Knightbridge Professor of
Philosophy (then called ‘moral theology and casuistical divinity’) from
1838 to 1855.
William Whewell was also cofounder and president of the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science, a fellow of the Royal Society and president of the Geological
Society.

One of Whewell’s greatest contributions was the number of terms that
he gave to science. He suggested the
terms ‘ion’, ‘anode’ and ‘cathode’ to
Michael Faraday and has also been
credited with the invention of the
(Continued on page 5)
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term ‘scientist’, prior to his day
they had been known as ‘natural
philosophers’ or ‘men of science’.
Among the most influential of the
works by Whewell was History of
the Inductive Sciences from the
Earliest to the Present Time (1837)
which Darwin credited
with contributing to the
scientific method he
used in all of his work,
especially in The Origin
of Species.
Darwin quotes Whewell
in the The Origin of Species: "But with regard to
the material world, we
can at least go so far as
this-we can perceive that
events are brought about
not by insulated interpositions of Divine power,
exerted in each particular case, but by the establishment of general
laws."
Whewell wrote the third
treatise in the
‘Bridgewater Treaties,
‘Astronomy and General Physics Considered with Reference to Natural
Theology’. The treatise were commissioned by an amateur but
wealthy naturalist, the Earl of
Bridgewater who commissioned
and funded the works on his deathbed.

Britain, including the establishment
of each port and the effects of the
parallax and declination of the sun
and moon. He extended his research to cover short-term but simultaneous observations along the
entire coast of Great Britain, and
eventually Europe and America. In
July 1835, Whewell organized a
‘great tide experiment’ where the
tides were measured every fifteen
minutes for a fortnight at over 650
tidal stations in nine countries, including Great Britain, France, and
the United States. He used these
simultaneous measurements to
draw a map of ‘co-tidal lines’ to
determine the motion of the tide
wave as it progressed in the oceans.
From his research, Whewell determined the empirical laws for the
parallax and declination of the
moon and sun, and quite correctly
noted the importance of the diurnal
inequality. He pioneered the representation of data in graphical form.
Airy, the Astronomer Royal
acknowledged Whewell’s contribution to scientific analysis. He received the Royal Society’s Royal
Medal in 1838.
John Herschel wrote of Whewell,
‘a more wonderful variety and
amount of knowledge in almost
every department of human inquiry
was perhaps never in the same interval of time accumulated by any
man.’
Whewell, a keen horseman was
thrown from his horse and died in
1866.

Whewell’s research in physical astronomy covered ‘tidology.’ By
gathering large numbers of observations from around the world, he
developed an understanding of the
laws of the tides. He analysed longterm observations to determine the
tidal constants at the major ports in
Page 5
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FAS Newsletters
Although the March FAS newsletter may now be available, JohnAxtell gives you more details of the
FAS newsletters, and why you’d want to read one
FAS is the Federation of Astronomical Societies and GAS is of
course a long-standing member.
As part of our membership we get
30 paper copies of the quarterly
FAS Newsletter, and these are given away at our meetings. They
soon run out - but that is not really
a problem. Like all FAS member
societies GAS also receives a PDF
version, and these are much larger,
typically being of 16 pages rather
than the 8 or so in the printed version.

Kelling Heath - David's previous
16" dobsonian has now given way
to a 24" beauty he made himself!
So please remember to keep your
eye out for new issues in the Members Area, and perhaps resist the
temptation to take a paper copy, as
these might best be left for visitors
and those GAS members without
access to the internet

It's an FAS requirement that the
electronic version is for those who
belong to FAS member societies,
and so these are placed in the secure Members Area of our website.
I encourage you to take a look.
January's issue is now on the Members Area, and is a bumper bundle
of 22 pages! There's FAS news,
member society news, a report
from the best ever Kelling Heath
Star Party, plus a great deal of interesting astronomy and space
news. Be warned however that
you'll see a couple of familiar faces in one of the
photos, as John Evans
and I both serve on the
FAS Council!
Many of you will remember our previous
librarian David Reynolds, who decamped to
Norfolk and is now a
member of Norwich AS.
There's a pic of his latest
'scope in the report from
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First Steps In Observing
Jonathon Shinn has started exploring the sky with his 6" home made scope, and is getting to know
the sky quite well!
Since completing my 6-inch
(150mm) homemade Dobsonian
telescope, I have tried to observe
they sky on just about every clear
night. Living in Wonersh just
south of Guildford we are blessed
with the absence of street lights so
we enjoy a great view from our
back garden towards Chinthurst
Hill. We still get some glow from
Guildford, which rather tends to
spoil our view of objects lower in
the northern sky.

I was stunned to see
such a clear but
small portion of the
moon

My first view through my homemade telescope was of the moon.
A 12mm eyepiece provides good
magnification, with a focal length
of 1038mm this gives a magnification of around x96. I was stunned
to see such a clear but small portion of the moon and over the subsequent nights observed the shadows of different craters as the terminator progressed over the lunar
landscape.
As Saturn has moved into view I
have been very keen to observe
that planet. It is a rather hazardous
observation from my home, as although we have no streetlights,

Arcturus
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there are several security lights on
the front of houses that shine out
like searchlights into the night.
There is a hill that obscures part of
the south eastern skyline, several
houses and large trees. With these
and the security lights, observing
to the south east is a mission akin
to breaking out of a prison of war
camp as we keep our heads below
the height of the hedge less the
security light sensors trigger and
score a direct hit on our night vision! Still, I couldn’t understand
why, with such a clear image of
the moon, I couldn’t resolve the
rings of Saturn. When I aligned on
the object I got a star burst but
with some imagination I thought
that they could be rings.
I took my telescope and my primary drive (my 13 year old son)
along to the Newlands Corner
Outreach event on Saturday 9
April. I felt a little embarrassed by
home made instrument against the
field of large and expensive looking telescopes. However, as usual,
everybody in the society gives lots
of encouragement and we had a
lot of members of the public very
interested in our homemade telescope and someone even described the view of the moon as
‘awesome’. When Saturn came up
we trained out telescope on it and
were absolutely amazed at the
view we got of the planetary rings
and the largest satellites in orbit
around it. It was at this stage that
realized that our previous attempts
from the front garden had not been
of Saturn, but of the star Arcturus!

(Continued on page 8)
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My telescope is
very basic consisting of a zinc aluminum tube rolled
and riveted together, a primary mirror in a plywood
cell a plywood
Dobsonian mount
and a sink waste as
focuser.
Since looking at
some of the other
Dobsonian telescopes that other
society members
have, I’ve noticed
that they have an
elasticated cap over
the end of the telescope tube to keep
the dust our when
not in use. This
looked like a really
good idea, and
while I have been
using a plastic carrier bag over the
end I’ve gone upmarket and now have a
Boots shower cap!

The shower cap ...
Page 8

The 12mm eyepiece I
was given from my
father out of a telescope that he long
since dismantled. Having only one eyepiece
of a comparatively
high magnification restricts my field of
view. I also didn’t
have a good way of
aligning my scope on
its target without laying on my back and
squinting along the
tube. So on the recommendation of helpful
society members, I
purchased a Telrad

from Astronomia. A Telrad is basically a rectangular black box containing an LED light source and a
reflector that imposes a red bulls eye
on a sight glass on the top. It is an
evolution of the WWII bomb aimers
sight. The sight attaches to the side
of the telescope with high tack double sided tape. I was hoping to get a
second eyepiece or even a click stop
zoom, however, I realized that my
eyepiece holder is made to a 1” diameter eyepiece which are quite outdated now. The common size now is
1¼” or 2”. So over the next few
weeks its back to the drawing board
to redesign my focuser!
The same day that I attached my
Telrad I got a text from Andy Lee’s
informal observing group with a
promise of clear skies! I headed up
to Albury Heath and was delighted
(Continued on page 9)
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when the clouds parted long
enough for us to get a good view
of the nearly full moon and Saturn.
Conditions weren’t ideal as there
was a lot of cloud around and the
full moon was giving out a lot of
light.

scope and laying on the ground to
which I had become accustomed!
I’ve had a great deal of pleasure so
far from my homemade telescope.
I’ve learned a few of the constellations and have a good idea of
where some of the deeper sky objects should be in the sky. Once I
get back out of the workshop
with my MkII sinkwaste focuser
I’ll be out searching for those
deep sky objects!

Photo: Courtesy of Glenn Bates

The observing
group were very
friendly and had
lots of far superior
equipment to mine,
but I was delighted
when I aligned my
new Telrad on the
Moon and then
was able to swing
it straight onto Saturn without all the
squinting along the
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StarGazing Live at Clandon Park, 17th Jan
Some photos from John Axtell...
says a lot about the excellent event
organisation by NT, especially the
publicity work they'd done - e.g
emailing 100 schools!
I counted 25 scopes, 12 of which
came from GAS. Others were from
Ewell AS, Croydon AS, Astronomy4Everyone and the public themselves.

Wow! What an splendid evening
we had last night. It really was a
tremendous event, the biggest by
far of any astronomical outreach
event we have ever experienced, by
a long, long way!
There were 1,252 recorded attendees, and the National Trust
reckon that quite a few had already
arrived before they got their turnstiles into operation. They actually
had to turn many cars away! That

We had enjoyed a wonderful clear
patch in the early part of the evening, and because of the huge numbers most telescopes were pointing
at the brightest objects, the planets
Venus and Jupiter. Such a pity
about the clouds that rolled in, but
we were still able to keep people
entertained by answering questions
about astronomy, wowing them
with some facts, and showing them
our telescopes.
There were a few occasional gaps
in the clouds, and as soon as these
occurred we pointed our scopes to
the sky straight away. The crowd
was very enthusiastic and apprecia-

(Continued on page 11)
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tive, which is what we astronomers
enjoy so much, doing our best to
inspire youngsters in the same way
that we were when starting out on
this wonderful hobby.
GAS had been asked by the University of Surrey and the National Trust
to support an event being put on at
Clandon Park. It was part of the nationwide series of events in support
of the BBC StarGazing Live initiative. The Uni's Surrey Space Centre
put on an indoor display, and we
were the main supplier of telescopes, along with a few other local
astronomy organisations.

BBC Surrey and spoke for just
about 2 minutes on the Drive Time
show to it's presenter, Sarah Gorrell.
Unfortunately the mobile signal
wasn't too strong so the interview
wasn't as long as we originally
hoped. You can hear the interview
at http://www.bbc.co.uk/surrey/
programmes/ ... 2012/01/17 and you
need to move the slider along to 1 hr
54 minutes into the programme.
So thanks once again to all of the
GAS volunteers; the National Trust
organiser was very appreciative indeed, he said that we'd made the
night! They propose to repeat this
next year, and so I'm sure we'll be
keen to help once again.

I was phoned during the evening by
Yay! We made the Surrey
Adveriser - at least in the
Guildford edition. Great article!
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Messier Marathon – 2012
Peter Dean on a deep-sky observing treat, that isn’t for the faint-at-heart.

The whole evening
is a test of stamina
and willpower
depending on
weather conditions.

The weeks spanning March and
April are the best time in the
year to find and observe most
of the deep-sky objects in the
Messier catalogue, in the
course of single night. The catalogue was compiled by French
astronomer Charles Messier
and his colleague Pierre Mechain during the period 17811810. Initially consisting of 103
objects (later extended to 110),
it is the most important source
for deep-sky objects visible in
small (60-150mm/2-6-inch)
telescopes, or 60mm+ binoculars.

low in the western sky, attempting
to view them before they are lost
in the twilight, then works eastward across the sky. By the onset
of morning twilight, the last few
objects low above the eastern horizon should be high enough to be
visible, but it’s a particularly difficult observing test. The whole
evening is a test of stamina and
willpower depending on weather
conditions. Particularly crowded
regions of the sky (namely, the
Virgo/Coma Berenices and Sagittarius/Scorpio/Ophiucus regions)
present a challenge to any observer.

Originally intended as reference
list of objects that resembled comets, Messier was the most prolific
comet discoverer of his day; his
major problem being that he regularly found objects that resembled
comets in the eyepiece, but were
stationary. He resolved to create a
list of these to reduce the confusion, and it’s this list (actually two
were published), that is today
known as the Messier catalogue. It
has to be said that Messier and
Mechain were spectacularly successful in compiling the list –
there are very few objects that are
visible in small telescopes not in
his catalogue, and consequently
the pivotal role of the Messier catalogue for amateurs is that it is
very nearly a complete list of deep
-sky objects visible with an
60mm/2-inch telescope.

The challenge is though a highly
enjoyable one, and even if you are
a beginner or just starting out deep
-sky observing and only manage a
few hours, it’s often the case that
you will get to see more deep-sky
objects in a single night than in all
the time since you started this
hobby.

From Guildford, the Messier Marathon begins shortly after sunset
and continues through the night
until just before sunrise. Observing starts with picking out objects
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Challenges are not much fun if
you don’t have a guide, and I’ve
been involved with GAS-led
Messier Marathons off and on for
a long time. This year is no different and GAS will be holding a
members-only Messier Marathon
night. Although the optimum date
for a marathon is around March
23, our latitude means that any
night in the following fortnight
will not make much difference.
Not all years are favourable due to
the timing of the Full Moon. This
year, Full Moon is on March 19,
but the New Moon two weeks later is rather conveniently during
the weekend of April 3.
(Continued on page 13)
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The Marathon

As early the evening and morning
objects will be low down near the
horizon, clear westerly and easterly horizons are pretty much a must
-have. Our usual observing site at
Albury Heath has poor visibility to
the west, so the evening will start
instead at Puttenham Common
which is outstanding in this respect. As we’ll see later, there is a
lull during the early hours of the
morning when you have to wait
for objects to rise; it’s at that time
that we’ll leave Puttenham and
drive over to resume at Albury
Heath taking advantage of the
view there to the east for the
morning objects.

As soon as it is possible to see the
guide stars for the first objects,
begin looking for the first objects.
As darkness begins to prevail over
twilight, the first objects must be
hunted quickly. Do not linger over
them, as they will be difficult to
find and see at best. The first hour
of observing will score you the
objects early on the list and you
must work rapidly. Once the first
early objects are located, you may
then begin to work at a slower
pace. The first part of the session
will end in the Virgo cluster of
galaxies. They will challenge even
the hardiest of observers. After the
Virgo cluster is complete, some
time around 1 AM, you may then
take the one nice long break of the
night. You should start back on
the search by 2:30 AM, in order to
find all the objects left on the list.
If you get hung up on any of the
remaining objects, remember that
they are rising. Don’t waste time
becoming stranded on one of these, continue with the next objects
and come back to the one that
tripped you up later.

Late March can be frosty, with
temperatures dipping below zero;
so you’ll need the full complement
of winter observing clothes. From
experience, the most important
item for keeping warm is a hat.
Plan to set up before the sun goes
down. Your observing site should
be available before sunset. If you
must set up all your equipment, try
to arrive one hour before sunset.
Have all charts & observing aids
handy from the start. Make sure
you have a place to sit during the
night because your body will complain if you do not. Also have
some hot liquids to drink (coffee
is not really recommended because the caffeine in it tends to
narrow the blood vessels, causing
one to feel even colder) and something to eat will help you make it
through the night.

Practice makes Perfect
This advice will help you through
all aspects of the Messier Marathon. Unless you use a computercontrolled telescope, it is doubtful
that you will succeed to see all
110 objects the first year you try
it. Although an experienced observer can do the marathon on the
first try, most of us will probably
need more than one Marathon to
make it happen. In addition, you
(Continued on page 14)
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I was stunned to see
such a clear but
small portion of the
moon

can practice for the Marathon all
year long! The Virgo cluster of
galaxies is probably going to be
the stumbling block for many observers. The galaxies are well
placed for observing just before
marathon time--if you can stay up
after mid-night to see them, practice for a few weeks ahead of
time. If they trip you up on your
marathon, spend the next weeks
getting familiar with them. This
way, when the Marathon comes
around again, you will be ready
for them! If you would like to finish the Marathon, but find yourself
lost in the Virgo cluster, you
should probably just poke around
up there and resolve to spend
some time learning to identify
them. If you are blessed with setting circles and know how to use
them, there’s no reason why the
cluster should defeat you. If possible, practice looking for those objects that appear first and last on
the list of objects--M30, M72,
M73, M74, M77, M76. These objects will be elusive and may not
actually be visible from your site.
Plan
What ever way you adopt, (and
the sequence is your choice), the
start of the evening as a frantic
activity to tick off the trio of M74,
M77 and M79. The former are
near each other and easy to starhop from bright stars. The difficulty will be finding the bright
reference stars in the still-bright
evening twilight. M77 is marginally brighter than M74 (mag 8.8 vs
9.2), but as they are both galaxies
it’s more likely that they will be
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completely lost from view at
8.30pm. M79 is a globular cluster
in Lepus and in a darker part of
the south-western skies; being
stellar it will respond to magnification so should prove to be the
easiest of the 3.
Regardless of the result, focus
now on M33 in Triangulum, and
M31/M32 and M110 in Andromeda. M31 is the Andromeda galaxy,
so it should be easy to tick off
M32 and M110 as they are both
satellite galaxies. M33 will be a
toughy unless you are blessed with
clear skies.45 minutes later, when
they are around 13 degrees high.
Now swing the scope round to the
south and tick off M93, M41,
(both 13 degrees high at 9.30pm),
followed by the close pairing of
clusters M46 and M47. Ok the
tough ones are now done, if we
stand back and look at the sky
now, its clear that we can now
concentrate on the autumn and
winter milky way constellations.
In the west Casseopiea is still reasonably high up as as Orion, Auriga, Gemini in the south. For the
next hour or so we’ll start in Casseopiea and aim to head over to
Leo following very approximately
the winter milky way.
Starting with M52, along to M103,
M76, M34, M45, M38, M36,
M37, M35, then down to M1 and
to M78, M43, M42, then across
eastwards into Monoceros for
M50, and finally into Hydra for
M48. The next two objects, in
Cancer, M67 and M44 are where
we say goodbye to nebulae and
(Continued on page 15)
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open clusters until the early hours
of the morning. From now on, the
next tranche of objects will be all
galaxies (with a few exceptions,
most of which are globular clusters).
Starting in Leo, tick off M95,96
and 105, then across to M65 and
M66. That’s Leo done. Now we
start on the Ursa Major group.
Preferences vary – some like to
start at the tail end of the Great
Bear at eta Ursa Majoris picking
up with M51 and then work east,
others at M81/82 and work west.
Pick whichever works for you, the
latter is probably better suited to
goto and motorised mounts. For
now we’ll start with M81/2, head
down into the saucepan for M97
and M108, then across to gam
Uma for M109 and M106, then
back up the tail for the wide double star that is M40. At Mizar/
Alcor we strike west to sweep up
M101 and then back to eta Uma
for M51.
Pausing for breath we now slew
south to M63 and then across to
M94, down to M3, and then into
the relatively starless region of
Coma Berenices for M64, and
M63. Now you’re poised to navigate your way through the Virgo
cluster of galaxies, nearly 20 objects in almost as many degrees.
Sounds easy! But it’s awfully easy
instead to totally lose your way.
Small telescopes have the advantage here as the fainter NGC
galaxies will not confuse identities. Although there are a number
of routes through the Messier objects in Virgo, I’m recommending
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here to pick up the search from
beta Leonis (Denebola), but as
with the objects in Ursa Major, the
order is down to personal preference. If instead you want to start
at M63 or even rho Virginis, feel
free.
From Denebola, slew east into Coma Berenices and pick up the star
6 Coma Berenicis. M98 will be
30’ west. A little over 1 degree
east will be M99, then to M100,
then north to M85. Now go south
to M84. You are now in the centre
of the Virgo cluster. Near to M84
is M86 and both should be visible
in the same field. Go 1 degree east
to M87. M89 is 1 degree east and
nearby (to the north) is M90. 1
degree west and the same distance
north is M88, with M91 to the east
in the same field. 3 degrees south
is M58, then 1 degree east to M59,
followed by M60 at 30’ to the
east. You have successfully navigated your way through the centre
of the Virgo cluster. The remaining galaxies are rather more
spread out. From M60, go west
and south 3.5 degrees to M49,
then 2 degrees west and 3.5 degrees further south to M61. We
now move out of Virgo and in
Corvus. Set your scope on delta
Corvi, and go 2.5 degrees east and
5 degrees north to M104. Now set
your scope on beta Corvi and go 1
degrees east and 3.5 degrees south
to M68, our first globular cluster
in quite a while! Now there is a
big jump to M83 in Hydra. Set
your scope on gamma Hydrae and
then go 4 degrees east and 7 degrees south, M83 should be nearby. Now you can take a rest for an
(Continued on page 16)
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hour or so, whilst you wait for the
summer constellations to rise sufficiently high in the sky for easy
identification.

I was stunned to see
such a clear but
small portion of the
moon

Pick up the trail in the constellation Serpens Caput, at the bright
star alpha Serpentis. Go 4 degrees
south and 6.5 degrees west to M5,
which should be in the same field
of view as the wide double star 5
Serpentis. Slew north now into
Hercules, to tick off M13 and
M92. For M13 start at eta Herculis
and move 2.5 degrees south. Set
your scope on pi Herculis and go
6.5 degrees north to M92. Now
move across to Lyra and pick up
beta Lyrae, move 45’ east to M57
the Ring Nebula, This is our first
planetary nebula since M97 – a
welcome change from galaxies
and globular clusters. Go 3 degrees south and 5 degrees east to
M56, then up into the upper reaches of Cygnus for M29, which is 2
degrees south of gamma Cygni.
Move to Deneb, (alpha Cygni) and
then strike 9 degrees east to M39.
Move south now a long way following the Milky Way through
Cygnus into Vulpecula to tick off
the Dumbbell nebula, M27, which
is 3 degrees north of gamma Sagittae in Sagitta, then back to gamma Sagittae for M71 which is an
easy target 1.5 degrees east and
30’ south of this star.
We now move over the region of
Ophiucus and Scorpio. First locate
theta Ophiuchi, and go west 1 degree and 2.5 degrees south to
M107. From M107 return to theta
Oph and now go 8.5 degrees north
and 5 degrees E to M12. From
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M12 move 2 deg south and 2.5
deg E to M10. Now go 1 deg N 10
deg E to pick up M14. Locate eta
Oph and move 2 deg E and 3 deg
S to M9. Now we move in Scorpius. From Antares (the brightest
star in the constellation) move 1.5
deg W to pick up M4. Now move
3.5 deg N and 1.5 deg W to M80.
Return to Antares. Now go 7.5
deg E to M19. From M19 move
go 0.5 deg W and 4 deg S to M62.
Now go 2 deg S and 8.5 deg E to
M6. From M6 go 3 deg E and 2.6
deg S to M7. M7 is a large cluster
just above the tail of Scorpius.
We now head up into the lower
reaches of Aquila. Locate gamma
Aquilae and go 1.5 deg S and 4
deg E to get to M11. From M11
go 1.5 deg W and 3 deg S to M26.
Now go 4.5 deg S and 6.5 deg W
to M16. From M16, move 0.5 deg
E and 2.5 deg S to M17, then 1
deg S to M18. The next target
M24 is a very large star cloud in
the milky way, and is easily seen
with the naked eye; from M17
move 0.5 deg W and 1 deg S.
From M24, now go 1 deg S and 3
deg E to M25. Return to M24, and
now go 0.5 deg S and 4 deg W to
M23. From M23 go 2 deg E, and
3.5 deg S for M21, then 0.5 deg W
and 0.5 deg S to M20. Nearby, by
going 1.5 deg S and 0.5 deg E
you’ll find M8.
We’re pretty nearly done with the
Milky Way at this point, but before we finish, we tick off the objects in Sagittarius. Locate lambda
Sag and go 0.5 deg N and 1 deg W
to M28. From M28 go 1 deg N
and 3 deg E to M22. Locate epsi(Continued on page 17)
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lon Sag, and then go 1.5 deg E and
2 deg N to M69. From M69, go
2.5 deg E to M70. Now go 2.5 deg
E and 2 deg N to M54, then 0.5
deg S and 10 deg E to M55. If it is
not visible, you can leave it for
now and try again later. It is the
most southerly Messier object and
very much more difficult than its
brightness suggests.
From M55, move 3 deg N and 5
deg E to 62 Sag, then 0.75 deg E
and 6 deg N to M75. Now move
round the sky to the constellation
Pegasus and locate epsilon Peg,
move 2.5 deg N and 3.5 deg W to
pick up M15. From M15 move 0.5
deg E and 13 deg S to M2, then
it’s 10 deg W and 12 deg S to
M72, then a little over 1 deg E to
get to M73…
and finally…
go 11 deg S and 10 deg E to find
M30.
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BBC Stargazing Live
Newlands Corner - 21 January
John Axtell with some photos and feedback for the recent Newlands Corner Outreach event
Here's a Tweet I picked up from a
grateful attendee, so many thanks
to whoever helped this person out.
“Wild_Muppet@GuildfordAS,
thank you to whoever helped with
setting up my telescope! Saw Jupiter and it was amazing!"

Good to see the GAS helpers last
night. An enthusiastic crowd, patient in the queues. Such a shame
about the powercut and the cloudy
patches, but at least we had some
good clear spells and kept 'em happy!
Here's a nice comment sent in to
Tony Q. from Les & Helen
Christian
Please pass on our thanks to all
the people involved in organising
and running the event this evening.
My wife and I thoroughly enjoyed
the time we spent there (despite the
chilly wind) and during the breaks
in the cloud managed to see Jupiter and four of its moons, the Pleiades and the Orion nebula..
Those of you who support our
Newlands Corner events will know
that Crawley AS have been stalwart supporters of these occasions

(Continued on page 19)
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for a long time.
I've just received a copy of their
latest summary of their society activities (for SAGAS) in which they
say "On the 3rd of December seven of our member were at Newlands Corner to assist with the observing evening run by Guildford
A.S. Weather conditions were marginal with broken low clouds. With
persistence about an hours reasonable viewing was
achieved
with the
public being shown
views of
the Lunar
craters. . . .
.

at Newlands Corner providing support for Guildford A.S. Despite
thin broken cloud members of the
public were able to see the Satellites of Jupiter and the Orion Nebulae.
What was important to them was
that they had seen it for themselves
with their own eyes in a Telescope ! It was real not just a picture in a Book or on a Computer
screen. That’s Astronomy Live."
I'm sure we all appreciate their
support (especially as our own
numbers were sadly down last Saturday) and it's nice to see them
give this kind of mention.

On the
21st January we
were again
Page 19
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Constellation of the Month - Virgo
Our guide to this month’s featured constellation is Brian Gordon-States

In mythology
The Virgin (Virgo) is supposed to
be the goddess Astrea, the daughter of Zeus and Themis – however, another source says that she is
Persephone, Daughter of the goddess of harvest Ceres – in Egypt
she is the goddess Isis, so I guess
the poor virgin has an identity crisis, small wonder that she decided
to escape to the stars and chase a
lion for eternity.
As far as us mortals are concerned
she is a constellation that follows
Leo the Lion in the night sky, which
from light polluted skies is not easy
to see, and is famous for the Virgo
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cluster of galaxies – it should be
noted that some of the galaxies in
the Virgo cluster are actually in the
neighbouring constellation of Coma
Berenices….
Double and multiple stars
There are over 100 double and multiple stars in Virgo most of which
are probably too close for the average amateur (or larger) telescope to
split.
Variable stars
There are 68 variable stars within
Virgo’s boundaries.
(Continued on page 21)
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Star name

Magnitude

Distance

Spica

 (Alpha) Virginis

1.00

300 light years

Zavijava,

 (Beta) Virginis

3.60

32 light years

Porrima

 (Gamma) Virginis

2.80

35 light years

 (Delta) Virginis

3.66

180 light years

 (Epsilon) Virginis

2.80

90 light years

 (zeta) Virginis

3.38

90 light years

Vindemiatrix

(Continued from page 20)

Deep Sky Objects
There are 215 Star Clusters, Nebulae and Galaxies listed in Burnham’s Celestial Handbook for Virgo.
From my observatory in the light
polluted skies of Guildford the
main Messier Galaxies of the Virgo
Cluster, M49, M58, M59, M60,
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M61, M84, M85, M86, ,M87,
M88, M89, M90, M91, M98, M99,
M100 are seen on a good night but
it is interesting exercise knowing
which galaxy you are actually
looking at. It is also awesome to
consider that the light that you are
looking at from these galaxies has
taken up to 50 million years to
reach you travelling at the speed of
light.
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